Introduction
The impetus for the creation of Classical Guitar Music in Printed Collections came from a variety of sources. One of these was my own experience as a student, and later as a teacher, of the classical guitar. Owning a number of score collections myself, and having access to many more through our own library and resource sharing arrangements with other libraries, I was only too aware of the complete lack of a tool that would allow me to locate a particular piece within one of these collections.
A second impetus came from my later experience using print indexes to score collections in my daily work assisting patrons in the Bonfils-Stanton Foundation Music Library at the University of Denver. Heyer's Historical Sets, Collected Editions, and Monuments of Music 1 is, for example, a good place to start when searching for a scholarly edition of a piece in a composer's collected works, unless the edition happens to be indexed in the works list of the composer's article in New Grove. It also works well for "monumental" collections like Musica Britannica or Denkmäler der Tonkunst in Österreich, even though it is considerably out of date by now, having been published almost 35 years ago. A successor project, Hill & Stephens' Collected Editions, Historical Series and Sets, and Monuments of Music, 2 was published in 1997; but only the bibliographic volume was ever produced.
The planned index to the collections listed was to be issued on CD-ROM, 3 but this index was never released; the entire project was instead published by EBSCO as a subscription online database, known as Index to Printed Music. 4 One limitation of IPM (as with Heyer) is that it deals only with scholarly editions, rather than performing editions. Another is that, since it is published as a subscription database, it can only be accessed by individuals with access to a research library (or other institution) with the resources to deploy it. Heyer's original work was a self-contained, two-volume print set that could be purchased by anyone. 5 Classical Guitar Music in Printed Collections, on the other hand, is a freely accessible resource for any user with access to an Internet-connected computer.
Literature Review: A Perceived Need and an Ongoing Problem
The problem of indexing the content of score collections is a recognized issue, but one that has been discussed little in the recent literature of music librarianship. A search of the articles published over the last ten years in Music Reference Services Quarterly revealed only one on this topic; a similar search in MLA Notes showed none at all. In the MRSQ article, author Margaret Kaus 6 describes the problems associated with print indexes when searching for vocal repertoire in score collections, and describes how the University of Tennessee began compiling its own in-house index as early as 1980, later moving to an online format, where it is still accessible today. Kaus's article also notes that other institutions have stepped into the gap left by the absence of current print indexes by creating their own online indexes to song collections.
A number of bibliographies of the classical guitar literature do exist. These include Classical Guitar Music in Print 7 and its 1998 Supplement, 8 as well as the older Guitarist's Resource Guide, 9 and the more recent Guitarist's Repertoire Guide. 10 Guitar Music Index 11 is the earliest example of this type.
These general works are of limited to no use in gaining access to the content of collections.
Design and Structure of Classical Guitar Music in Printed Collections
Classical Guitar Music in Printed Collections is a static index, rather than a searchable database. Its design is intended to emulate that of print indexes like those described above, while including newer features made possible by the electronic platform. The most important of these features is the fact that it is updated continuously: as soon as new content is added to the index, it is published to the Web. Another important feature is the interlinking between the various indexes, so that an entry in the Composer Index or the Work Index links automatically to the citation of a collection in the Publication Index, which in turn links out to a search for that item in WorldCat.org. Another, unique feature of the index is the inclusion of incipit images of each work. The incipits are especially important in the context of classical guitar repertoire, both because of the generic nature of many instrumental music titles, and because of the notoriously slipshod way title authority has always been treated in guitar publications. The incipits provide the kind of specificity that could otherwise be achieved only with a thematic catalog index like BWV numbers or Köchel numbers, which generally do not exist for guitar composers. Incipits would be impractical in a print index because of the amount of space they occupy, but space constraints on the Web are not the same as those in a print volume.
Rather than submitting a query to this kind of index, all of its contents are displayed for the user to scan or search as desired. 12 This can mean that it requires more time to find a specific, desired item, but it also allows the serendipitous discovery of items of which the searcher may not even have been aware. This is a not-insignificant advantage that a browsable index has over a queried database. Entries are sorted alphabetically by the title of the composition. In a case where a composition is found in more than one collection, there are a corresponding number of entries, each showing the incipit of the work in that particular collection. In each entry, the title of the collection is formatted as a hyperlink that points to the entry for that collection in the Publication Index. Entries in the Composer Index are very similar to entries in the Work Index ( fig. 3 ). Each entry in the Composer Index includes the same five elements, but the composer appears first, and the index is sorted alphabetically by the composer's name. Under the heading for each composer, this index is further sorted alphabetically by performance medium, so that works for "1 Guitar" are listed first, followed by works for "2 Guitars," then works for "Flute & Guitar," "Voice & Guitar," etc. As in the Work Index, the collection title in each entry of the Composer Index is hyperlinked to the corresponding entry in the Publication Index.
Classical Guitar Music in Printed Collections
The Publication Index is different from the Work Index and Composer Index: each entry consists of a citation to a particular collection, with the contents listed underneath (fig 4) . These contents are sorted alphabetically, first by performance medium, then by composer, and finally by work title. Each work title is then hyperlinked back to the corresponding entry in the Work Index. The citation for the collection is a hyperlink that generates a search in WorldCat.org on the title and author of that collection ( fig. 4 ). This WorldCat search can be used to locate a physical copy of the collection.
Many WorldCat.org entries also include links to Amazon.com, Barnes & Noble, and Better World
Books, so that a user may purchase a copy for their own collection.
The three indexes are hyperlinked from a home page, http://guitarmusicincollections.com, which offers an introduction to the website, an explanation of its structure, and tips for using it effectively.
Technical Considerations
A static index is much simpler and easier to produce than a searchable database. Classical Guitar Music in Printed Collections was produced, and is regularly updated, without any reference to technologies such as SQL querying or PHP scripting. The only software skills required were a passing familiarity with a common database management application, and a knowledge of basic html.
In its original form, the project was created in Microsoft Access 2007. The structure of the database is extremely simple, being made up of a single table much like a spreadsheet document, with three database "report" designs, one for each index. Custom report design in MS Access allows the composition of unique formulas that combine html code with database output values, so that outputting a report generates all the html that is used in the index pages. This automatically-generated code includes the hyperlinks from one index page to another, the tags that display the incipit images, and the links that generate searches in WorldCat. The code output from the database software is pasted into one of three simple templates or html "containers" that already include the required head and body elements for a well-formed html document, along with a snippet of tracking code from Google Analytics, and each index page is complete. There is absolutely no editing of the html code in the indexes.
This ease of production makes it extremely simple and quick to update the site online whenever new content is added to the index. After adding the contents of a new volume, three reports are output from the database. The code from each is copied and pasted into the appropriate container and saved, and the updated index pages are ready to be uploaded to the server with an FTP client, along with the new incipit images. Then the home page is updated to show the newly-indexed volume in the list of volumes indexed, and the process is complete.
The most time-consuming part of the process is the production of the incipits themselves. This requires the score pages to be scanned, the area of each incipit to be selected by hand, the selected image pasted into a graphics editor and rotated as necessary to be even and straight, and then cropped and saved as a separate file. This can take an average of around two minutes per image. The title, composer, and other bibliographic information much also be entered by hand, but this takes much less time.
Although he project was originally designed using Microsoft Access 2007, using this software contained some drawbacks, since it was costly and ran only on the PC/Windows platform. [Note:
Access is available only as a component of the Professional or Enterprise versions of MS Office.] The entire project was migrated soon after its initial design to LibreOffice Base, a component of the LibreOffice application suite that emulates closely the features of MS Access. The modifications necessary to allow the project to run on LibreOffice were found to be minimal. 13 LibreOffice is a fork of the OpenOffice Project, and is a MS Office-compatible suite of office Classical Guitar Music in Printed Collections is produced using custom formulas in common database management software, a technology that can be mastered by anyone, and requires no special training in Web or database technologies. The modest nature of the resources needed to create it inspires me to hope that it will spur the creation of similar indexes in other parts of the musical literature. I would be happy to share with any interested persons the design details that make this web index work.
